ADVANCE Community and Culture
- Host the Georgia Association of Historians conference
- Maintain an alumni network, advisory board, and a quarterly HISTPHIL department newsletter
- Host at least one multicultural event per year for students, faculty, staff, alumni, and external collaborators
- Sponsor the Mike Ryan Speaker Series
- Support a speaker on Environmental History/Sustainability

ENHANCE Undergraduate Educational Experiences
- Analyze and develop solutions to address high DWF rates in various departmental courses
- Work with Advising to ensure improved student RPG
- Support faculty who attend pedagogical workshops and conferences
- Increase internships for majors
- Create micro-credentials
- Revise the PHIL curriculum to better support graduation rates
- Promote and increase undergraduate research
- Support the Philosophy Student Association, the History Club, and Phi Alpha Theta
- Create career paths for majors

GROW and Enhance Graduate Programs and Enrollment
- Promote Double Owls with various graduate programs
- Offer at least 1 graduate course per semester that supports the M.Ed. and MAST programs

PROMOTE Interdisciplinary Research and Creative Activities with Relevance
- Support and highlight interdisciplinary research and creative activities via the brown bag series
- Promote and solicit publications, presentations, and “highlights” of interdisciplinary work in a quarterly HISTPHIL newsletter, as well as on social media
- Seek out and encourage new (and promote existing) interdisciplinary research and creative activity opportunities
- Facilitate the formation of faculty writing groups
- Support faculty who travel for research and to present papers at conferences
- Create and pilot an EDUC 2110 class with ENED and FLED